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1.0 INTRODUCTION
In 2011, archaeologist Michael Jackson and Gundungurra Elder Aunty Sharyn Halls
discussed an idea for a multi-day hike across the Blue Mountains plateau, from west to
east following traditional Aboriginal Pathways (Plate 1). The idea arose from a series of
ongoing archaeological/cultural projects being conducted by Jackson and the
Gundungurra Aboriginal Heritage Association (GAHAI) across areas of the southern Blue
Mountains under the title ‘Gundungurra Pathways’. The projects are being conducted
along a number of traditional Aboriginal pathways through the Blue Mountains, in
country often otherwise referred to as a ‘labyrinth’, or ‘maze’.
Sharyn and Michael began background work for the multi-day crossing which was
planned for the bicentenary year of the first European explorers crossing of the
mountains, in 2013. The title for the walk became ‘Celebrating Ancestral Pathways’ and
was modified to ‘Ancestral Pathways Walk’ with the specific title of, ‘The Bunburang
Trail’. The Bunburang is the Gundungurra name for the Jacky Dragon Lizard (Rankinia
diemensis) which is regularly encountered in the Blue Mountains. Part of the
Bunburang’s role in traditional Gundungurra stories was to bring the fire or hearth to all
people, which reflected the underlying theme of the walk, that of bringing people
together on Country around a shared hearth.
Although the walk was planned during the bicentenary celebrations of the first
European crossing of the Blue Mountains, the walk was not aimed to negate or down
play the achievements of the explorers against the long history of Aboriginal connection
to the area. Rather it was aimed to celebrate the achievements of all people who have
crossed the Mountains throughout time, specifically highlighting the uniqueness,
richness and successfulness of Aboriginal occupation of the area. In light of this
approach, GAHAI and Jackson sought to share some of the results of their ‘Gundungurra
Pathways’ projects and hosting a walk was perceived as a means to achieve this in a
culturally appropriate manner.
GAHAI and Jackson approached National Parks and Wildlife Service (NPWS), Blue
Mountains City Council (BMCC), Blue Mountains Lithgow Oberon Tourism (BMLOT) and
the Royal Australian Historical Society (RAHS) who enthusiastically supported the
proposal. It was aimed to be conducted as a free event for participants and with this in
mind, funding was sought for and provided by the following organizations.
National Parks and Wildlife Service (NPWS)
Gundungurra Aboriginal Heritage Association Incorporated (GAHAI)
Blue Mountains Lithgow Oberon Tourism (BMLOT)
Royal Australian Historical Society (RAHS)
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In particular, Randall Walker from BMLOT provided both enthusiasm and support for
aspects of the background work for the project.

1.1 Location and Size of Project Area
In order for the walk to be an official traverse of the Blue Mountains plateau, it was
designed to run from the valley of the Cox River (Megalong Valley) to the Nepean River.
A number of routes were outlined with the above criteria in mind and also bearing in
mind the logistics of running such a large event. On a practical level the walk was
designed so that vehicle support could be obtained at every camp site. This was in order
for the support crew to be able to transport the tents, sleeping equipment and food
between each campsite for all participants. Participants on the walk would only be
carrying day packs with food, water, protective clothing, first aid and other equipment
necessary for day walks.
On a cultural level, the walk was designed to make use of known traditional Aboriginal
Pathways, Pathways used by Aboriginal people in the post-contact era, Pathways
associated with Dreaming (Gun-yung-ga-lung) events and associated stories as well as
Pathways investigated through the archaeological projects of GAHAI and Jackson. In
addition, part of the walk was designed to honor a number of non-Indigenous explorers
associated with the walk route.
The walk traversed through Blue Mountains National Park (BMNP), part of the Blue
Mountains World Heritage Area (BMWHA) and through the Local Government Area
(LGA) of BMCC.
Figure 1 outlines the route taken and Table 1 provides a breakdown of the walk sections
and total length. The length was approximately 85km over 7 days walking, 6 nights
camping.
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Figure 1:

Walk Section

Ascend (m)

Day 1 –
Kooranbarook
to The Gully
Day 2 – The
Gully to
Kedumba
Valley via
Munmee
Day 3 –
Kedumba
Valley to
Kolle-nui
Day 4 – Kollenui to Ingar
Day 5 – Ingar
to Bora
Ground
Day 6 – Bora
Ground to
Pisgah Ridge
Day 7 –
Pisgah Ridge

Traverse Route

Degree of Difficulty

520

Descent (m) Distance km
(approx.)
150
14

400

1260

20

Medium – Hard

900

250

14

Medium – Hard

390

600

11

Medium – Hard

470

490

10

Medium – Hard

250

550

11

Medium – Hard

270

300

8

Easy - Medium

3

Medium
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to Nepean
River/Euroka
Totals

3200

3600

85
Table 1:

Walk stages and length

1.2 Summary of Walk Background and Aims
GAHAI and archaeologist Michael Jackson have been conducting an archaeological
project in the southern Blue Mountains from 2007 to the present. The project has been
conducted between the Megalong and Kedumba Valleys and adjacent plateau areas
with a large focus on Kings Tableland, east through the Tableland to the Bedford/Erskine
gorge and south towards Burragorang Valley. The projects include
archaeological/cultural recordings of traditional and post-contact Aboriginal sites in the
area and have come under the broad heading of ‘Gundungurra Pathways’. The projects
seek to provide a detailed picture or cultural map of Gundungurra habitation areas and
pathways through a section of Gundungurra Country.
Archaeological material provides the visible, material and tangible knowledge of
traditional people across the Blue Mountains landscape. In addition to the
archaeological work, traditional knowledge has also been recorded from historical,
ethnographic and anthropological literature as well as from a number of Gundungurra
Elders. This information provides the cultural context for the archaeological material
that has been recorded and documented. Oral histories and information gleaned from
historical documents provide a network of stories and traditional names that link
archaeological sites, giving insight into the cultural frameworks that underpin the
archaeological record.
The projects’ title – ‘Gundungurra Pathways’ – provided the seed for the current
crossing event. From 2011 it had been discussed by Jackson and GAHAI to undertake
walking the pathways again, as people have done for thousands of years. With the
build-up to celebrations of the bicentenary of the explorers crossing of the Blue
Mountains, it was decided that in conjunction with those celebrations, a walk should be
undertaken that celebrated the many Aboriginal Pathways that occur through the area.
Therefore, the walks aims were as follows:
To traverse the Blue Mountains following traditional Aboriginal Pathways.
To conduct the walk from west to east, in reverse to the non-Indigenous
explorers, to change the mainstream point of reference that looks from the coast
to the inland, to a frame of reference that looks from inland towards the coast.
The walk would make use of traditional pathways and pathways used by
Aboriginal people in the post-contact era. In line with this, the walk would
incorporate pathways used by former Aboriginal residents of the Gully Aboriginal
Place in Katoomba and participants would camp one night in the Gully.
4
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The walk aimed to acknowledge all people who have traversed the Blue
Mountains, including a number of non-Aboriginal explorers and settlers but with
a specific focus on celebrating the ancient and ongoing Aboriginal connection to
the area.
A major part of the undertaking was the desire of GAHAI and Jackson to share with the
wider public a portion of the information and knowledge they have gained whilst
conducting the Gundungurra Pathways projects. With this in mind, the walk was opened
up to people from both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal backgrounds, the only criteria
being a medium-high level of fitness.

1.3

Participants

A total of 24 people participated in the walk including a core team of 18 people who did
the majority of the traverse and a further 6 people who did part or sections of the walk.
Six of the core team included people of Aboriginal descent representing the
Gundungurra, Dharawal, Kamilaroi and Ngunnawal Nations. A further 8 people were
involved in camp support for the walk, with 6 of the support people coming from
Gundungurra, Ngunnawal and Kamilaroi Nation backgrounds. A reasonably high level of
fitness was required for the walk and this was a main factor in the selection process. We
also wished to conduct the walk with people from the greater Blue Mountains region.
List of Participants
Jeff Wardhaugh
Jessica Wardhaugh (Kamilaroi)
Aurore De-Campo
Rebecca Wilson
Stuart Lovejoy
Bruce McCauley
Jasmine Payget
Wyn Jones
Kalang Morrison-Jones
Milo Morrison-Jones
John Daniel
Jim Halls (GAHAI)
Michael Hensen
Steve McCarthy (Kamilaroi)
Daniel Chalker (Dharawal)
Jayden Chalker (Dharawal)
Wayne Brennan Kamilaroi (Archaeologist – Guide)
Michael Jackson (Archaeologist – Guide)
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1.3.1 Participants for part of the walk
Chris Banfy (NPWS)
Dianne England
John England
Margot Turner
Barbara Hall
Miranda Morton
Kelvin Knox
1.3.2 Support Crew
Aunty Sharyn Halls (GAHAI)
Jacqueline Reid (NPWS)
Paul Glass (NPWS)
Aunty Merle Williams (GAHAI)
David King (GAHAI)
Mathew Shaw (GAHAI)
Sue Tate (Kamilaroi)
Katrina Chalker

Plate 1: Walk organizers - Aunty Sharyn
Halls – camp organizer and main support with
Michael Jackson – guide – for the Bunburang Trail

Plate 2:
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Plate 3:

Paul Glass (NPWS support) talking with Bunburang Trail walker Jasmine Payget
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2.0

THE EVENT

The following section provides an outline of each day of the event with accompanying
photos.
2.1.1 Day 1: Megalong Valley to Katoomba via Kooranbarook (Nellies Glen)
Day one began at the sandstone/granite confluence of the Megalong Valley at the Old
Ford Reserve. The Old Ford Reserve is also a traditional camping site adjacent to an
Aboriginal burial ground in the Megalong Valley (Jackson 2009D). The walk began by
visiting Megalong Valley Cemetery and paying our respects to the Aboriginal and nonAboriginal people buried there. In particular, we visited the grave of Fanny Lynch
(c.1848-1900), young Billy Lynch (d.1916) and an unnamed Aboriginal woman who was
buried in 2012 at Megalong Valley Cemetery (Plate 4). It was reflected upon that the
unnamed woman was a daughter, a granddaughter, likely a sister, possibly a mother and
grandmother. The shadow side of the 1813 Explorers crossing was that it inevitably led
to the people such as this woman losing their community and family.

Plate 4:

Grave of unnamed Aboriginal lady (2012)

The walk then followed the Six Foot Track to Nellies Glen, the traditional name of which
is Kooranbarook (Old Billy Lynch 1896, published in ‘Blue Mountains – Grand Adventure
for All, 1988) (Plate 5). From the top of Nellies Glen the walk traversed the upper
escarpment via Bonnie Doon walking track and then to the Gully via Farnells Road.
A Yabbun or corroboree was held for walkers and their families in the Gully on the first
night (Plates 6-8), the climax of which included everyone getting up to join in with the
last dance (Dance group led by Wayne Krause of the Walan Cultural Connections
Dances).
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Plate 5:

Plate 6:

Nellies Glen (Kooranbarook)

Yabbun (Corroboree) at the
Gully

Plate 7:

Plate 8:

Yabbun at the Gully

Plate 9:
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2.1.2 Day 2: The Gully to Kedumba Valley via Narrowneck, Golden Stairs, Ruin Castle
and Mt Solitary (Munmee)
Day two followed a route that Gully Aboriginal people used to access the Jamison and
Kedumba Valleys. This included: The Gully to Narrowneck and Golden Stairs, Jamison
Valley, Ruin Castle to Mt Solitary, traverse of Mt Solitary and down the eastern side to
Kedumba Valley. At the top of the Golden Stairs a smoking ceremony was conducted by
Dharawal descendant Daniel Chalker and Kamilaroi descendant Wayne Brenan in order
to mark the transition from upper plateau to valley and to prepare people for the next
six days walking through remote areas (Plate 10). After descending to the valley we
followed part of a story related in the 1930s by Gundungurra Elder and Gully resident
Jimmy Shepherd (1880-1940), ‘The Slaying of the Worm’. This story explains the origin
of the Ruined Castle, surrounding valleys and the ridge that connects Narrowneck with
Mt Solitary (Shepherd in Smith 2003:17-20).
From here the walk ascended Mt Solitary (Plate 11). The traditional name of Mt Solitary
is Munmie (Govett 1833) or Munmee (Bennett 1908-1914). ‘Mu’ refers to something
large, the repetition of which serves to denote a very large thing or object (Barrett 2013:
personal communication). Part of a story about Munmee told to Jackson and GAHAI by
the eldest still living Gundungurra Elder, Uncle Merv (Joseph) Cooper was related on top
of Mt Solitary. Uncle Merv’s story incorporates visits to the area conducted by Uncle
Merv and other Gully descendants during the 1920s-30s, stories relating to the creation
of the Three Sisters, the Katoomba Landslide, Aboriginal families living in the Ruined
Castle area and the last surviving member of an Aboriginal family who died on Mt
Solitary and was subsequently buried there by Uncle Merv and a non-Aboriginal man,
‘Big Muck’ (Cooper 2012 personal communication).
After visiting a number of traditional and post-contact Aboriginal sites on the summit of
Munmee, Jim Halls, a Gundungurra/Ngunnawal descendent guided the group over the
mountain which was then descended on the eastern side (Plate 12). That night we
camped at the Kedumba Crossing camp ground in the Kedumba Valley (Plate 13). A
significant part of the evenings events included listening to a Budgar gar gar bird at
sunset (Noisy Friar Bird) sing its traditional song. The Budgar gar gar song – ‘Mudga
wedge, mudga wedge, durra durra mudga wedge’ – means ‘Death Adder, Death Adder,
come out Death Adder’ (Bennett 1908-1914). This song was sung in the Dreaming or
Gun-yung-ga-lung by the Budgar gar gar in order to assist two of the Ancestors
(Burringilling) known as the Bullun Warriors who were searching for it. In the story, the
Bullun Warriors find the Death Adder thanks to the Budgar gar gar’s assistance, destroy
it in a fire (gumbi) whereupon it rises from the fire and scoops up the two warriors into
the sky to form the rainbow (Gu-roon-go-rang). The rainbow is thus a sign of the last
great work of the Bullun Warriors to protect all people.
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This story was read by Aunty Sharyn Halls around the campfire that night. The story was
recorded during the period 1908-1914 by Camden grazier Alfred Bennett (1877-1942),
who held land in Kedumba Valley. Bennett recorded the story from Gundungurra Elder
William Russell (Werriberrie – c.1835-194). It is through the extensive historical work of
local historian Jim Smith, in collaboration with Bennett’s descendants that the story has
come to light again. This story was to become a main theme for the walk.
Our equipment had been brought into camp by Aunty Sharyn Halls (GAHAI), Jacqueline
Reid (NPWS), Paul Glass (NPWS) and Sue Tate (Volunteer). Aunty Sharyn, Jacqueline and
Paul were the main support crew for the walk, transporting our equipment between
camps and supplying our food, cooking, etc.

Plate 10: Smoking Ceremony at the top of the Golden Stairs

Plate 11: Climbing the ‘Eucalyptus oreades club’ of the Burringilling ‘Migge’ on western ridge of
Mt Solitary
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Plate 12: Eastern summit of Mt Solitary

Plate 13: Kedumba River

2.1.3 Day 3: Kedumba Valley to Kings Tableland via Reedy Creek and Lions Head
Day three involved traversing across part of the Kedumba Valley to Reedy Creek, a
tributary of Kedumba River and an important part of the traditional Gundungurra
journey of the ‘gigantic eel’ Gurangatch (Mathews 1908:203-206). Along this section of
the walk a number of historical items were explained about the Kedumba Valley by the
NPWS Ranger for the area, Chris Banfy. Ecologist Wyn Jones discussed the rare
Eucalyptus benthamii tree growing along the alluvial flats of Reedy Creek. We visited
one of Gurangatch’s waterholes on Reedy Creek, a ‘birrigooroo’, or section of the creek
with ‘reeds growing along…’ (Mathews undated notebook 8006/3/10:23). This was a
chance to have some quiet time, reflect on the journey of Gurangatch by one of his
pools and prepare for the walk to come (Plate 15).
The ascent to Kings Tableland involved a 670m climb (2100 feet approximately). The
route chosen was along Lions Head Pass which was the main traditional access route
from Kedumba Valley to Kings Tableland (Plates 16-17). It is believed by GAHAI and
Jackson that Gurangatch’s side trip along Reedy Creek to a ‘birrigooroo’ waterhole
below this pass is partly designed to point to the ascent of Lions Head. A large number
of hanging swamps are located in the upper catchment of Reedy Creek, with at least one
of these areas bearing the traditional name Kolle-nui, meaning a ‘place of water’
(Bennett 1908-1914). It would appear that a connection exists between Gurangatch’s
journey in this area and the upland swamps of Kings Tableland that provided permanent
water to Reedy Creek. A large ‘Eel’ drawing – possibly a depiction of Gurangatch – at the
base of the pass lends further weight to this being route being taken by Gurangatch and
points to a strong cultural connection occurring between Reedy Creek and the upland
swamps of the Tableland.
It was at Kolle-nui that the third night’s camp was chosen, adjacent to Notts Swamp
(Plates 18-19). The Budgar gar gar bird followed us to Kolle-nui. Friar Birds migrate into
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the plateau in the warmer months and these were likely the first to arrive for the hotter
period.
A number of stories were told around the campfire that night and Dirrang, the owlet
nightjar was heard (traditionally a friend to all women. If Dirrang calls often it is a
friendly warning of approaching rain – Mathews undated notebook MS 8006/3/10).

Plate 14: Leaving Kedumba camp ground

Plate 15: One of Gurangatch’s waterholes – a Birrigooroo on Reedy Creek
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Plate 16: Lions Head Pass

Plate 18: Kolle-nui

Plate 17: View west to Munmee from
Double Hill

Plate 19: Camp (ngoora) at Kolle-nui

2.1.4 Day 4: Kolle-nui to Ingar
Day 4 began with an early morning trip to the summit of Warrigal Hill in order to view
the journey accomplished thus far from the west (Plate 20). Warrigal Hill affords a view
to Mt Solitary, Narrowneck and Katoomba as well as provides an overview of the Kollenui area. The summit has a small amount of axe grinding grooves.
The main walk of Day 4 began by traversing through Kolle-nui to the watershed between
Kedumba/Cox River and the Erskine/Nepean Rivers (Plate 21). A traditional camping
cave was visited which also was used by the original non-Aboriginal surveyors of the
area, Harry Whaite (1912-2011) and Jack Gibson (1913-1997), (Whaite, unpublished
letter to Bruce Cameron 1993) (Plate 22). At the camping cave, Dharawal descendant
Daniel Chalker asked everyone to choose a dead straight piece of stick during the
mornings walk in order to make clap sticks to be used along the journey.
The walk traversed country away from modern trails across the Queen Victoria Creek to
West Hill and from West Hill across Williams Ridge to Mt Bedford and then down to
Ingar. Due to extreme fire danger we re-directed the walk half way through the day to
14
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Ingar via vehicle support from NPWS. This enabled participants to have half a day of
rest, make clap sticks, swim or relax by the water (Plate 23). Stone material that was
used traditionally to make tools (chert or tuff) had been sourced on Day 3 from the
Kedumba Valley and carried into the plateau by a couple of people in the party. This was
knapped at Ingar and used to assist in the manufacture of our clap sticks. (The chert was
knapped onto a cloth and all the material was collected and removed from the area so
as not to be confused with the traditional archaeological record).
Stories were also told around the campfire at night, including the story of Bullatburogang (Yellow-faced honeyeater) and Wam-bu-rang (Yellow faced cockatoo) and
their exploits on the Gun-yung-ga-lung (Mathews undated notebook N.L.A. MS8006: 1114) (Plate 24).

Plate 20: View west from Warrigal Hill
over Kolle-nui

Plate 21: Traverse through Kolle-nui

Plate 22: A Gundungurra camping cave
at Kolle-nui

Plate 23: Making clap-sticks at Ingar
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Plate 24: Campfire at Ingar

2.1.5 Day 5: Ingar to the Woodford Range via Bedford Creek
Day 5 involved a traverse from the western side of the Bedford Creek to the eastern side
to the broad, north/south running ridge line of the Woodford Range. This day involved a
substantial amount of remote area walking with no modern trails in which the Bedford
Creek, Notts Ridge and two unnamed tributaries of Bedford Creek, were followed
(Plates 25-30). This walk was the most challenging for a number of participants but also
the most rewarding as it traversed pristine rainforest and old growth tall forest. A
number of small rock art sites were passed during the day, with the culmination of the
walk occurring at the Bora Ground on the Woodford Range.
‘Bora’ is the Kamilaroi Aboriginal Nation’s name for the initiation ceremony and refers
to the ‘Bor’ or hair belt worn by initiated men (Etheridge 1918:59). This name has
become part of modern general use to refer to an initiation ground. It was applied to
the area along the Woodford Range by non-Aboriginal people. The local Aboriginal
name for the initiation ceremony is called ‘Bunan’ (Mathews MS 8006/8/60 1896).
The ‘Bora Ground’ on the Woodford Range consists of low lying heath vegetation with a
broad expanse of relatively level stone platforms in between. Upon the platforms are a
number of stone arrangements in various patterns although many of these have been
dismantled by visitors, vandalized or altered over the last few decades (Cameron 2013:
personal communication). Similar environments and cultural features have been
recorded as ceremonial grounds or places of inter-tribal ceremonial activity (e.g. Ross,
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Ulm and Tobane 2013:62). No ethnographic or historical information was recorded from
traditional people at the ‘Bora Ground’, therefore the traditional meaning or purpose of
the stone arrangements remains unclear.
The campsite for that evening was positioned just past the ‘Wheel’ on the Woodford
Range (Plate 31). Daniel Chalker asked participants to choose an animal significant to
them or one that had presented itself in a memorable way along the walk. After dinner,
he led everyone in a number of traditional dances (a Yabbun) in which people
performed as their chosen animal.

Plate 25: Jeff Wardhaugh and daughter Jessica Wardhaugh with giant Blue gums (Eucalyptus
deanei) along Bedford Creek

Plate 26: Jayden Chalker (left) and
Kalang Morrison-Jones crossing Bedford Creek

Plate 27: Recently burnt country along
Notts Ridge
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Plate 28: Rainforest tributary of Bedford Creek (from front to back: Rebecca Wilson, John Daniels,
Milo Morrison-Jones, Stuart Lovejoy, Jeff Wardhaugh and Jesicsa Wardhaugh)

Plate 29: Kalang Morrison-Jones inside an old growth Turpentine (Syncarpia glomulifera)
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Plate 31: Camp on the Woodford Range

Plate 30: Jasmine Payget beside a
mullindi (deep water) section of Bedford Creek

2.1.6 Day 6: Woodford Range to Pisgah Ridge via Dadder Ridge, Erskine Creek and
Machins Crater
Day 6 included another day of mostly remote area walking following the Massif Ridge
and Dadder Ridge to the Erskine Creek (Plates 32-33). Dadder Ridge refers to the Death
Adder, named by the original non-Indigenous explorers of the area, the Hall brothers,
Lincoln, Duncan and Machin Hall (Cameron 1992). The Hall brothers were active in the
area in the early 1900s. A Death Adder was encountered at a nearby rock shelter along
Erskine Creek, below Dadder Ridge (Dadder Cave). A member of the Hall family, Barbara
Hall accompanied us on this section of the walk.
The most challenging part of the walk was the descent from Dadder Ridge to the
junction of Lincoln and Erskine Creeks (Plates 34-35) and the ascent from the Erskine to
Pisgah Rock (Plates 36-38). Lunch and a swim occurred on Erskine Creek at a location
called by the Hall brothers, the ‘Elysium’ (Cameron 2013: personal communication). The
Budgar gar gar bird was heard calling again. On arrival at Pisgah Ridge, a light rain
shower occurred and a rainbow appeared above camp (the culmination of the
traditional story involving the Death Adder, Bullun Warriors and Budgar gar gar bird, the
latter which sang above camp at sunset) (Plate 39). That night, the Bunburang story was
read around the campfire (Plate 41).

Plate 32: The Massif Ridge

Plate 33: Dadder Ridge
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Plate 34: Descent along Dadder Ridge to
Erskine Creek

Plate 35: Dadder Ridge with the
‘Elysium’ on the background along Erskine Creek

Plate 36: Ascent from the Erskine Creek
to Pisgah Rock

Plate 37: Ascent from the Erskine Creek
to Pisgah Rock

Plate 38: The Bunburang Trail walkers at Pisgah Rock
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Plate 39: Rainbow (Gu-roon-go-rang) above the last night’s camp on Pisgah Ridge

2.1.7 Day 7: Pisgah Ridge to Nepean River/Euroka via Breakfast Creek
Day 7, the shortest day of the week long walk, involved an easy trek along Pisgah Ridge,
down into the rainforest of Breakfast Creek, up to Bennett Ridge and down into Euroka
through the bush (Plate 42). Before entering the main section of Euroka, the walkers
made a detour to the Nepean River loop walking track where a swim was had across the
River (Plate 43). The Nepean River was the official ‘crossing’ point of the walk. Originally,
the group was going to cross the Nepean in bark canoes. A bark canoe had been made
previously for the event in the Megalong Valley although we were unable to launch the
canoe at this time (Plate 39).
The waters of the Old Ford Reserve mingle with the Nepean River waters, linking the
origins of the walk with the end point. A debriefing session was had at the Nepean, a
continuation of a dialogue that had been occurring for a couple of days, revolving
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around the emergence of the group from the walk and re-entry into everyday life (Plate
44). An emotional speech was made by Jim Halls, representing GAHAI, thanking
everyone for their efforts (Plate 45) and Wyn Jones recited the late Denis Kevan’s (19392005) Poem, ‘Ah Brother, have you any Sacred Sites’.
Playing clap-sticks to the words ‘Bunburang maroodang’ (‘Bunburang going along the
track’), the group walked into Euroka side by side (Plate 46) and were greeted by a
crowd of family, friends and officials with a prepared lunch by NPWS (Plate 47). After
lunch, Darug descendant Lexodius Dadd led everyone in a final smoking ceremony thus
officially ending the crossing.

Plate 40: Bark canoe made by participants in the Megalong Valley

Plate 42: On the way to Euroka

Plate 41: Dinner on Pisgah Ridge, last
night’s camp
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Plate 43: Official crossing end point, the Nepean River

Plate 45: Jim Halls giving his speech
near Euroka

Plate 44: Debriefing by the Nepean
River
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Plate 46: Bunburang Trail walkers entering Euroka

Plate 47: Bunburang Trail walkers and main support crew
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2.2

Outcomes

‘The best way to know Country is to walk Country’. This statement succinctly
summarizes the ethos underpinning the ‘Ancestral Pathways Walk, the Bunburang Trail’.
There is no better way to understand the Aboriginal cultural landscape than by walking
it with people who know country, the culture and traditions that are linked to it.
Likewise, participating in the building of a traditional bark canoe prior to the walk was a
direct way to understand the effort, skills and co-operation required for this traditional
practice.
Participants lived through a range of cultural experiences on the Bunburang Trail,
including:
Direct experience of traditional sites.
Direct experience of traditional stories and story places.
Traversed intact traditional Country.
Direct experience of contemporary Aboriginal Places and the travelling routes of
contemporary Aboriginal people.
Participants were informed of the traditional names of local flora and fauna and
the stories associated with them.
Participants visited and walked through areas with traditional names, gaining
direct experience of the meaning of these names and the specific places they
are attached to.
Experienced the rich Aboriginal cultural links from the west to the east of the
Blue Mountains.
Direct engagement with Aboriginal dance and ceremony, led by Aboriginal
people.
Both Indigenous and non-Indigenous people walked Country together in an
atmosphere of respect and gratitude.
In addition to the social value of the walk there were a range of other values that are in
keeping with the world heritage values of the area:
The activity was low impact to the environment. Walking is the ‘kindest’ activity
to do for self and landscape.
Participants were involved in a real achievement, the first west to east traverse
of the Blue Mountains plateau celebrating Aboriginal Pathways.
New trails outside modern tracks were not established in order to protect areas
from exposure to adverse impacts associated with overuse of areas.
The ‘Ancestral Pathways Walk’ represents one of many events during the bicentenary
celebrations that have acknowledged the Aboriginal connection to the region and
sought to overturn the negative stereotypes of the past, without denigrating the
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achievements of non-Indigenous explorers and settlers in the region. The walk was an
ambitious undertaking that sought more than a token nod towards Aboriginal
communities and the rich Aboriginal heritage of the region. Perhaps the most significant
outcome of the project consists of its inclusiveness of a range of people from different
backgrounds, in particular the walking and working together of Indigenous and nonIndigenous people on ‘Country’. This acknowledges a deep need for people to come
together on ‘Country’ around meaningful events that serve to unite in a positive way. It
was not a form of reconciliation, but of true relationship building between all
participants, between participants and the landscape and participants and the cultural
heritage of the region.
In addition, the walk showcased the natural and cultural heritage of the Blue Mountains
in the following manner:
The walk occurred through World Heritage National Park.
The majority of ecosystems of the Blue Mountains were represented along the
walk.
The walk crossed the Mountains from west to east from the highest elevations to
the lowest elevations of the area.
The walk travelled through unburnt bush in the valleys and in the plateau - bush
that has not burnt in 12 years or more as well as areas that have burnt within
last 5 years.
The walk travelled through areas that have burnt earlier in 2013 (Notts Ridge).
The range of burnt to unburnt country promoted discussions regarding the
possible traditional use of Aboriginal burning practices in the region.
The walk demonstrated traditional Aboriginal occupation in all environments and
at all elevations of the Mountains.
The walk showcased the broad range of archaeological features still intact in the
Mountains.

2.3

Participants Responses

Below are a number of responses from participants on the Bunburang Trail:
Today was the day I felt especially connected to country. Yesterday on Solitary we
looked over at the emu, seeing it from a distance was spectacular. I can feel how
significant this image would have been and still is. So today climbing Lions Head
and reaching the spot we were from a distance made me feel how we are really
walking/crossing an ancient pass. This walk is putting the country I have been
walking my whole life into a new perspective I have never had. I am so grateful to
be enjoying this with you all. (Jess Wardhaugh)
I fell asleep last night to the sounds of Boobook Owls calling in the hillside forest,
a tawny frogmouth ooming nearby and the shuffling of wallabies feeding in the
paddocks; and woke to a dawn chorus to die for. We are walking the stories of
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this country, and as we walk we weave our own stories into the landscape, and
as we walk we learn and in learning become stronger…The sense of community
and belonging is incredible. I’ve never been a person who has enjoyed crowds but
this journey has been different. We are doing everything together, working as a
team and it’s been an absolute privilege. I thank the ancestors of this land for
sharing with us this place…It’s been both humbling and exhilarating. (Jeff
Wardhaugh)
I feel the earth through my steps; I’m smelling the sweet scent of the Boronia
flower and the strong power of its medicine. I’m overjoyed at finally making this
trip following the creational ancestors journey, gliding through and amazing
landscape…(Wayne Brennan)
Walking across country – campfire laughter and warmth, sharing food and story.
Walking with old and young – the young listening – absorbing. Walking across
country with new friends, who all love country. Walking with gratitude! Good
people sharing their knowledge generously; sharing culture freely; serving,
working, helping – quietly working to make it all happen. Thankyou from the
depths of my heart. (John Daniel)
…Witnessing how many tools and sacred areas are all around showing signs and
traditional history. I feel extremely privileged to be experiencing the crossing,
following Indigenous people before me. We are making tracks in history of the
coming together. Remembering that everything is one. (Aurore De-Campo)
Good three days. Heard some interesting Dreamtime Stories and learnt plenty of
Gundungurra words…Favourite parts have been the dancing at the Gully,
Kedumba (heard sooty/powerful owls) and walking up Lions Pass for the first
time. Looking forward to the first time at Ingar and in general Blue Labyrinth.
(Morrison-Jones – 16 years old)
Gunyungulung – The Dreaming. What a walk! What better way to spend half the
holidays. Weather has been perfect from the Megalong to here: Kings Tableland
at the top of Reedy Creek catchment. Magical place with magical people.
Learning lots about culture…Thanks Aunty Sharon [Sharyn] and the rest of the
crew for everything so far. Well done everyone! (Milo Morrison-Jones – 16 years
old)
The people also doing the walk started off as associates but have quickly become
family through sharing the stories of country and personal lives. Everyone is
helping everyone get through the tough bits. The support crew are doing a
fantastic job. They deserve the biggest credit. I’m loving this walk second time
around a lot more. I might just become a bushwalker yet. (Jim Halls – GAHAI)
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It is only by chance that I am on this walk. A series of seemingly small and
mundane events leading to this most memorable and life-shaping event. But that
is symbolic of this walk – the small things growing into the large, which in turn
shape and inspire the creation of new small things. No-where is that more
evident to me than in the sounds of stories that sound throughout the day. Large
stories, of the Bullun warriors clubbing the giant worm and all the surrounding
land with it, punctuate the day as we look out onto old yet ever-renewing lands,
an these large stories form the heart of the walk. But in between these grand
stories float intimate and personal stories, of people past, of dreams and of
connections to the land. These smaller stories have made the walk unique,
because for all our similarities, no two stories have been the same…they have
helped give context to the large stories… It has been an amazing journey across
country, across cultures, across time. To have been able to take part of this
journey has been the greatest privilege and a very enriching experience. The
sharing of stories and culture, the generosity and openness and the welcoming
and warmness of Daniel, Aunty Sharyn and Michael into this journey has created
a space into which a community, a family has been created – together,
respectful, learning from one another…what I have experienced on this trip has
touched me to the core, a vision of the healing future this country needs. (Stuart
Lovejoy)
I have wondered and hoped for some time to have a better insight into the
history and culture of the Aboriginal people of this land…I’m so grateful this walk
it’s my first step to learn more…looking around the fire tonight at all the people I
have met – such a diverse, beautiful, amazing group that I have learnt so much
from. Lots of laughs too. Gratitude to this earth, our ancestors and the creator.
Xxx Much love, Beckie. (Beckie Wilson)
The journey has been full of transitions. I know there are changes in landscapes
but I have felt so much the personal transitions as well. The ‘galan galan’ [Gulan
Gulan – cicadas] in the Kedumba were gentle and I felt I too emerged from my
shell as I went up the pass and up the pass and up the pass! Three stages and all
helped and guided by “team”. Each day gave me new challenges and I was so
encouraged by other people; these people of The Journey; These people who
have become a community. I liked Daniel’s encouragement for us to make
clapsticks and encouraging us to dance, and I followed his footsteps up through
the ridges…Thank you so much Michael for leading the walk, Aunty Sharyn for all
your care and consideration and organisation, Jacq and Paul for support and
everyone else involved. In peace and deep contentment, Jasmine. (Jasmine
Payget)
And so the Mob gathered on the day, they were going to walk the Bunburang
way, the wily guides had them in their tow, there is not much they didn’t know.
Up the pass and down they tramp, and to hear the dulcet tones of a corroboree
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in camp. And they led them via Gurangatch’s way, viewing places they wish they
could stay. And when in camp the fantastic catering crew, who were always there
with a welcome brew, after a day in the bush under Bunburangs spell, around the
campfire some stories to tell. All and one agree after much talk, Thank you for
sharing this journey and walk. (Bruce Macaulay)
We have been sharing stories and culture along the way. It has been great to
learn about the stories from the Country that we have been passing through.
Deadly Mob, all getting along well….‘I think that story you shared with us then
Jeff just shows that you don’t have to be Aboriginal to become connected to a
place and feel like you belong there…’ (Daniel Chalker – Dharawal descendant –
Cubbitch Barta – ‘White Pipe Clay’ – Clan)
It’s the last night. What can I say about what I feel? In the cliché; words are
simply not enough. If I could put it in song, dance, painting, photograph it would
have…! Swirls of rock, shifting sands, bent sticks, trees playing orchestras in the
wind; people handing each other up and down rocks, cliffs; the offering of rock
melon along the trail. And that reminds me; it is a trail we trod, a trail we
followed, a trail we blazed, a trail of knowledge, a trail of wonder! A trail of
reality. A trail never to be repeated for there are a myriad of ways through the
bush, each unique to its time…ever changing stories but the trail keeps them true.
“Never walk a straight line – for you will see nothing”. Keep your eyes about you.
Wollemi; “Watch out, Look out, watch your step!! Keep the trail alive in your
soul!! (Wyn Jones)
I look back on the walk so far and see transformation. A group that has
witnessed, participated and shared something that can be quite profound. The
beauty of the landscape, the power of ancestral beings. I feel the energy of this
country. Step by step. I’m mindful. In awe yet feel so at home. The spirits of this
country know we have been through here. I know we depend on each other for
our survival. Trust can be hard to find in relationships nowadays, so I value your
support and encouragement on this journey. I smile with delight at our campfire.
As we sit, it flickers and brings me instantly back to the moment. (Wayne
Brennan)
…no rain except a few showers in the twilight, followed by a beautiful rainbow in
the sky with the budj-igaga [Budgar-gar-gar] bird singing to it…Thank you
Bunburang and the country for letting us safely through with cracking weather
the whole way…really good food too! A truly special and enlightening experience,
well done everyone!!!! (Milo Morrison-Jones)
To walk the Bunburang trail, the country of our ancestors, the country I have
walked alone for many years and to walk this country as ONE with a supportive
group is a rare privilege…To everyone who shared their time and knowledge
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throughout this journey I wish to express my gratitude and respect. To walk
country with such wonderful people is an experience beyond what can be
expressed in words on paper. This walk has given me new hope for future
generations and country. (Steve McCarthy)
Thank you all for allowing me to share part of your journey. Even though I
haven’t walked alongside you my heart is with you. This country sings now with
your presence, awe, respect and love. Something is rekindled and glowing with
song, laughter, friendship, care and compassion along your pathway. My deep
gratitude to Sharyn and Mike for sharing your stories, for creating a circle of
connection to this living country, helping heal us all. (Jacqueline Reid – NPWS
support crew).

2.4

Conclusion

The ‘Ancestral Pathways Walk – The Bunburang Trail’ – is one of a number of multi-day
cultural experiences planned for the next few years by GAHAI. Future walks will not
follow the exact route of the Bunburang Trail as it is not the intention of these walks to
establish new bushwalking trails through the Blue Mountains. However, there are a
multitude of Gundungurra and other Aboriginal Nations’ traditional pathways through
the Blue Mountains. Future events may not traverse the Blue Mountains from west to
east but rather from north to south or along ‘Dreaming Pathways’ through sections of
the region. Similar events could be achieved in many other parts of the GBMWHA with
other Aboriginal Nations.
Future walks by GAHAI will provide a window into the cultural landscape of
Gundungurra people. More than just a window, it is hoped that these walks encourage
people to participate in deep cultural experiences, ones that shift the mainstream frame
of reference from that of being observers of Aboriginal culture to that of ‘participating
with’ Aboriginal culture. ‘The best way to know Country is to walk Country’ and it could
also be said that ‘The best way to know each other is to walk Country together’. At its
core, the Bunburang Trail was about people from all backgrounds walking ‘Country’
together, experiencing ‘Country’ and the rich culture embedded within it, loving
‘Country’ and ultimately caring for each other and ‘Country’. The Bunburang Trail and
future ‘Ancestral Pathways Walks’ reflect journeys to be shared together as the
roadmap of the future.
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Plate 48: Bunburang on Munmee (Mt Solitary)
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